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From Reader Review All Roads Lead To Ganga for online ebook

Parul Khare says

When a great author gets nostalgic, it results in a literary marvel.

Soul longings says

Wow it was like finishing a mesmerizing journey in the Himalayas. if you like to visit mountains , this book
is not to be missed. I relished reading every chapter . seeing mussorie, char dham with the eyes of ruskin
bond is simply amazing. the way he describes the birds , trees , flowers of mountains , open ups your mind
your eyes to the natural beauty around you. after reading this book i started observing the trees, listening to
the birds song around me . my annual visit to the mountains was cancelled this year and reading this book
didn't make me miss it . I generally don't like to re-read books , but this is definitely on my to be read again
list

charudhattan nagarajan says

Must read for all Ruskin Bond fans. Quintessential Bond !! Lovely reading , warms the heart as always and
we feel an incredible urge to head to the hills right away !

Manasi Hate says

Beautifully written!.. Nature lovers will definitely love this book as Mr.Bond has beautifully described about
the Rivers,the places,Birds and his experience with all these.

Angela says

Just fine but not amazing.

It was fine but not my favorite. I enjoyed some of the vivid descriptions but it didnt feel like there was much
of a point. It didnt leave me feeling full but did remind me I want to travel more.

Rashmi says

"All Roads Lead to Ganga" is for all those people who love reading travelogues.

The writer has captured the timeless beauty and simplicity of mountain life so well that it makes a refreshing



read specially for those caught in midst of fast urban life.

Apart from giving an account of his personal experiences, writer has done a lot of research regarding the
history of a place so we can visualize the development of a place from earlier times to the present times.

At times I found the book a bit boring because personally I am not that interested in the history of a place
and also there were repetitions from Ruskin Bond's other book, "Roads to Mussoorie" but overall it was
good.
Though all chapters are good (there are 16) my personal favorites are "A village in Gharwal" and "The Dehra
I know".

All in all, a good read which not only captures the beauty and simplicity of mountains but also of heart of
Ruskin Bond. Blessed is he living a simple life in lap of mountains!

Milan says

Not the very best writing of Ruskin Bond. Some essays and stories are repeated from his previous books.
Still it manages to take you back in time amongst nature and peace.

Shraddha says

Ruskin Bond has a quaint way of making you yearn for the mysteries of Himalayas. The words, though
simple and the form, though uncomplicated... his words tug at that small part of your heart which is always
packed an ready to move, to travel. He hardly writes about thrilling things (in a normal thriller fashion, but
there is something so powerful about his descriptions of a normal day to day life on the mountains that you
wish to leave your life behind and stay in the laps of Himalayas.

His words have the effects on me possibly because i am a mountain lover, and Himalaya is as magnificent as
they get. Though, i would suggest all those who have ever thought of leaving the hustle bustle of the city
behind for the quiet of a hillstation.... i would suggest, pick up a ruskin bond... and take the virtual trip to
refresh your senses.

Chaitanya says

A very good read for a lazy afternoon. In fact, casually picked this one up while waiting in the library at
work when I had to wait for the conference room next door to be vacated. Brought back so many memories
of my own.

Ashish Gautam says

Ruskin did it again. He has this time picked up ganga and the passage of its tributaries alaknanda and
bhagirathi in mountains along with his favorite places Shimla, Dehra and Mussoorie and wrote the



encounters of his visits in those places. I have already visited almost all the places myself and after reading
the description which is here in book everything came lively and i realized few things which i saw at those
places but could not interpret them the way he did or found out. Book is pleasing and if you are a traveler
like me you will surely love the way he has written bout the places, the facts, flaura and fauna, people and
stories related to these people and places. At many places comparisons have been made which are interesting
to read and also makes us realize what changes hills have undergone in past time. Also in history of the
places many famous people in hills, which are not so famous among us have been referred which is
squeamishly inspiring.

Sowmya says

Wanna try tis short story :)

Debjani Banerji says

I got back into time, as I have been to most places mentioned and Mandakini, Alakananda and Bhagirathi
came alive again! A good read!

Aastha says

The book makes you travel with the river.

Anshula says

The simplicity leaves me mesmerized. I am awestruck by the way Mr.Bond has given me a visual treat...all
through himalayas and Ganges' course...right on my couch without my effort...I only had to be a fortunate
enough to flip the pages to discover tranquility!

Ankita says

Makes u wish u were in the mountains somewhere between dehradun n mussoorie n witnessing the fragrant
flower valleys, gushing rivers and all the beautifully described places of pilgrimage.


